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Introduction
The Nazi empire’s conquest of Europe and mass crimes during World War II inten-
sified the controversial connotations of the geopolitical keywords “occupation,”
“colonialism,” and “imperialism.” Empire within Europe was pronounced intolerable.
The Atlantic Charter issued by United States president Roosevelt and British prime
minister Churchill in 1941 declared the Allied determination to restore “sovereign
rights and self government” to “those who have been forcibly deprived of them” by
the Nazis.1 Not for nothing did Raphael Lemkin, the Polish lawyer who coined the
term “genocide” in 1944, call his book about the German empire Axis Rule in Occupied
Europe. For him, genocide was a “new technique of occupation aimed at winning the
peace even though the war itself is lost”; by destroying, disintegrating, and weakening
an “enemy nation,” the occupier is “in a position to deal with . . . other peoples from
the vantage point of biological superiority.”2 In his rendering, such a revolutionary
occupation was a modality of colonial domination and imperial rule that also violated
the Rousseau-Portalis maxim making warfare a transaction between states rather than
populations, combatants rather than civilians.3 These views were institutionalized in
part when, within five years of the war’s end, the International Military Tribunal (the
Nuremberg Trials), the United Nations (UN), and the International Committee of
the Red Cross (ICRC) proscribed wars of conquest, crimes against humanity, and
genocide.4
Empire was not banished entirely, however, even within Europe. There would be
no self-determination for Lemkin’s native Poland after the Soviet occupation, an ugly
fact that the Western Allies had to swallow.5 Outside Europe, the British, French, and
Dutch governments expected to retain or regain their empires, and they designed the
UN to help them do so.6 If they had been reforming their liberal empires—liberal
compared to the Nazis and Soviets—by substituting development for civilizing
missions, Western elites did not regard their far-flung possessions as illegitimate; for
them, spreading civilization to the natives and safeguarding civilization from Nazi
barbarism were one and the same endeavor.7
Sensing this enduring imperial commitment, Indian nationalists predicted that the
Atlantic Charter would not apply to their country. Accordingly, some of them sided
with the Axis powers against the British, already disillusioned by the passing of the
“Wilsonian Moment” at the end of World War I.8 The Japanese, stung by the failure
to secure a racial equality clause in the Treaty of Versailles, issued their own version of
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the Atlantic Charter, the Great East Asian Declaration, to apply to all peoples.9 That
Japan also engaged in predatory imperialism only served to darken empire’s repu-
tation. Expressing the common non-European suspicion of the Western powers and
their continuing imperial versions of global order, the Ghanaian independence leader
Kwame Nkrumah wrote in 1963 that “they [Allies] proclaimed the Atlantic Charter
and the Charter of the United Nations, and then said that all these had no reference
to the enslaved world outside the limits of imperialism and racial arrogance.”10 Much
to the chagrin of the Western imperial elites, however, they found the UN’s General
Assembly less malleable than foreseen; the ensuing decolonization struggles soon led
to a new global order populated predominantly by independent nation-states.
Colonial occupations seemed to belong to a bygone age.
For all that, the legal doctrine of belligerent (or military) occupation, a key
component of the international humanitarian law (IHL: formerly known as the laws
of war) that regulates armed conflict, remained a geopolitical fixture. Beginning with
the Hague Conventions of 1899 and 1907, IHL shaped the norms, if not the reality,
of occupations of conquered territory by granting the victor specific rights as well as
imposing certain obligations. Postwar legal innovations like the Third and Fourth
Geneva Conventions of 1949 and the Additional Protocols of 1977 increased
protection for occupied civilians and those who resisted occupation but did not banish
the centuries-old jurisprudence about warfare and its consequences, in which the
killing of civilians can be legally sanctioned by proportionality principles.11
At the same time, the rights of conquered people, embodied in the ideal of
national liberation and self-determination, have long been asserted against occupation
and colonial domination, and became the post–World War II norm, most pointedly
in UN General Assembly resolutions in the 1960s and 1970s.12 The significance of
decolonization and human rights jurisprudence since 1948 lies partly in the particular
scrutiny to which belligerent occupations are now subject, interpreted, as they often
are, as illegitimate colonial projects.13 Occupation’s multiple meanings are evident in
Lemkin’s own legal and political-ideological usages of the term: occupation invoked
the 1907 Hague Regulation to which he constantly referred, it alluded to the originally
Roman doctrine in the law of nations about the acquisition of empty land, and it
functioned as a metaphor for, and mode of commencing, colonial rule and imperial
expansion.14
Given that belligerent occupation is regarded as legally valid but politically suspect,
states have been reluctant to embrace the term for their occupation regimes—for
instance, the American-led invasion and occupation of Iraq in 2003. For its ambitious
program of institutional reform that echoed various UN peace-keeping and -building
missions from the 1990s, the Oxford scholar Adam Roberts used the term “transform-
ative occupations.”15 Because such occupations are intended as temporary trusteeships
to benefit the occupied, the transformative occupations literature distinguishes them
from belligerent occupations and thus ignores the fraught Israel/Palestine case.16
Indeed, here the demographic and infrastructural transformation benefits the
occupier: the colonization of the West Bank by over half a million settlers, the
insertion of buildings, roads, checkpoints, and now a putative security wall running
extensively beyond the Green Line that sunders Palestinian urban neighborhoods and
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villages, even separating them from their farmland.17 This supposedly temporary occu-
pation resembles a permanent annexation of “Biblical lands”—as settler leaders and
Israeli politicians routinely proclaim.18
Of all occupation regimes since World War II, this one has been among the most
dramatically transformative, irrespective of the beneficiaries. Whereas the transform-
ative occupations literature tends to locate the notion’s origins in the French
revolutionary wars of liberation, followed by international practices of trusteeship and
mandated territories that supposedly benefit the occupied, the account given here
complicates the tidy distinction between occupation regimes. It shows how occupa-
tions, broadly defined, often entailed settlement by occupants and the economic
transformation of the acquired territory to their advantage. Consequently, colonial
and imperial history is an intrinsic part of the story.19 The question thus presses itself
upon us: does IHL inhibit or enable a transformative occupation that is indistin-
guishable from colonial rule?20
The Israel/Palestine case provides the material for an answer. What if no treaty is
signed and the occupation becomes a “prolonged military occupation,” as Adam
Roberts puts it?21 Already in 1973—soon after the Israeli conquest of the Gaza Strip
and West Bank in 1967—one scholar recognized that “traditional principles of interna-
tional law” did not help “Israeli policy planners formulate rational and equitable
solutions,” inferring that Israel should act as a “trustee-occupant” to foster “inde-
pendent economic and political development” aimed, ultimately, at West Bank
Palestinian self-determination.22 This aspiration seemed like a vain hope only a few
years later as the colonization of the territory with settlers and their infrastructure
proceeded apace.23 Counseling caution, Roberts advises that IHL can at most mitigate
the Israeli occupation, and that all sides should place their faith in an eventual political
settlement.24 That was the best for which Palestinians could hope from the law, he
suggested, while the West Bank in particular was being transformed by its prolonged
occupation. For many Palestinians, entreating patience and faith in political processes
was, and remains, a counsel of despair.
For their part, Palestinians and their advocates have invoked international law to
assail Israeli policies and practice since the 1950s, when Israeli raids on Jordanian
villages, in reprisal for cross-border attacks by Palestinian guerrillas, caused high
civilian casualties. Arguments about (dis)proportionality were also advanced after the
so-called Second Lebanon War in 2006, as they were in relation to the Israeli airstrikes,
shelling, and motor attacks on Gazan targets in 2008/9 and 2014. Commentators
leveled accusations of war crimes, in particular due to assaults on UN buildings that
killed sheltering civilians.25 Since 1967, these advocates have maintained that Israeli
settlement of the West Bank violates the Geneva Conventions. Sometimes, they insist
on the legal “right of return” for Palestinian refugees, supposedly vouchsafed by a UN
General Assembly resolution (No. 194 of December 11, 1948), to reverse the transfor-
mation of their homeland and to realize Palestinian self-determination. These
advocates appeal to international law as a seemingly neutral arbiter to mitigate,
perhaps even to end “the occupation.” All would be well, they imply, if Israel complied
with international law.26
There are reasons for skepticism about this hope when security concerns, however
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specious, can justify virtually all of Israel’s actions. The time has come to question the
presentist perspective that places such faith in IHL and instead consider the propo-
sition that it facilitates rather than prevents this transformative occupation. A
historical analysis of the recurring arguments used in the international system reveals
that the Israeli arguments are not novel; security and self-defense imperatives have
authorized Western conquest and occupation for half a millennium. Little prevents an
occupation from becoming a transformative colonial annexation, because IHL—as
opposed to nonbinding UN General Assembly resolutions about self-determination—
places strict limits on the ability of indigenous peoples to assert their national
liberation, while its provisions inhibit occupiers from transforming the land and its
demography far less than commonly supposed.27 IHL is anything but a neutral court
of appeal for indigenous people.
In this essay, I identify and examine the legal-rhetorical mode of reasoning that
justifies colonial-transformative occupations by legitimizing the repression of indig-
enous resistance via appeals to self-defense. This reasoning unites the otherwise
disparate meanings of the occupation keyword: as the acquisition of title to vacant or
unused land, the legal regulation of military holding of captured territory during peace
negotiations, and as a metaphor for colonialism. In the first case, one-off reprisals or
counterinsurgencies can lead to long-term, indeed permanent occupations by this
reasoning’s political-legal logic of exacerbation, in which the initial foreign presence is
consolidated and expanded to secure its existence in the face of indigenous hostility.
In the second, the discretionary power authorized by the law of occupation in defense
of the occupant’s security becomes, in the hands of a prolonged occupying power with
territorial ambitions, the door through which an entire cart and horses of colonial
apparatus can be driven.28 In both cases, the security imperative can justify permanent
occupation, that is, colonial rule.
In this way, the mode of reasoning continues what nineteenth-century historians
apologetically called the “defensive imperialism” of the Roman Empire, namely, the
security exception that authorized the violent extension of the occupier’s project.29 It
is no accident that colonial historians of North America use the term “defensive
conquest” to name this modality of settler expansion.30 John Seeley’s famous obser-
vation that the British “seem, as it were, to have conquered half the world in a fit of
absence of mind” also captures this consoling sense of conquest by accident rather
than by design.31
What is more, in otherwise criticizing and normatively constraining colonial
violence, this mode of reasoning enables the belief that empire was attained lawfully,
whether for Christianity in the early modern period, or later on in the name of civili-
zation.32 To be sure, Western critiques of empire since the sixteenth century have not
been a fig leaf for empire, just as human rights provisions today often stand in tension
with IHL. This tension is real, inducing hesitation and ambivalence as well as dissem-
blance. At the same time, ambivalence about wanton conquest as opposed to legal
colonization constitutes a central element of whiggish commentaries that celebrate
IHL for gradually humanizing the conduct of war and occupations.33 By overlooking
the persistence of the security exception, this optimistic narrative cannot account for
enduring colonial rule today. Just as the paradox of a liberal order is its underwriting
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by a sovereign that stands above the law and can declare states of exception, so
liberal—read: legal—imperial expansion is undertaken by an alien power that violently
imposes and then maintains power in states of emergency.34
This essay traces the crystallization and development of this mode of reasoning
about empire, indigenous rights, and colonial security in influential and symptomatic
authors since the early modern period, arguing that its formation can be located then
rather than primarily in the nineteenth century.35 In doing so, it does not posit the
ontological stability of this mode of reasoning nor ascribe to it transcendent power in
time and space—the “idealist mistake of attributing global potency to legal theorists,”
as Patrick Wolfe put it.36 Still less does it presume a “continuous tradition of interna-
tional thought . . . from early modernity,” a belief that one authority calls mythic.37
The meaning and traction of particular arguments depends on the immediate uses to
which they are put and the broader historical trends they serve.
And yet, the consistent citation of earlier authorities and re-positing of origin
stories for legitimacy claims points to an inventory of arguments that thinkers and
actors assimilated into their thought as articles of faith, whether religious or secular,
or consciously adapted, thereby making for some regularity in its content.38 Just as the
uses to which arguments are put and trends they serve can be reconstructed, so can
their reiterations and developments that conceptualize and justify occupation.
For reasons of economy, the following account is necessarily selective. It highlights
only a small number of figures, neither attending closely to the particular circum-
stances of their adaptations nor engaging in exhaustive discussions of the punctual
moments treated in the sections below, still less providing a drafting history of
particular codes and conventions.39 The intention of this critical intellectual history is
rather to lay bare the longue durée of the key arguments with which the Western
empires imposed themselves on the rest of the world. In imposing itself on the West
Bank today with considerable acquiescence and impunity, Israel’s justifications of its
settler-colonial transformative occupation invoke the time-honored arguments
analyzed here.40
“Origins” and Arguments
In a relatively contemporary origin story, the influential editor of the American Journal
of International Law, James Brown Scott, posited the Spanish theologian Francisco de
Vitoria (1485–1546) as the founder of “law of nations.”41 As Vitoria’s affirmers and
critics today also ascribe to him this status, I begin here as well. On the one hand, he
is interpreted as defending indigenous rights against the rapacious Europeans. He
recognized Indians’ property rights, on the basis of natural law, against advocates of
the Christians’ right to conquer and plunder the heathens. He is even credited with
founding the tradition of humanitarian intervention that became a prevalent discourse
in the nineteenth century.42 Lemkin regarded him as a humanitarian hero.43
On the other hand, as scholars like Antony Anghie have noted, Vitoria also
advanced a case that justified European conquest and even terror in virtually human-
istic terms that would later lend international law its patina of impartiality and
civilization.44 This mode of argumentation has been all the more effective for its
disarming yet fatal blend of moral advocacy together with a presentation of violence
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as subjectively understood acts of self-defense.45 The “law of nations” (or “peoples”:
jus gentium) avowed universal friendship and sociability, and therefore the right of the
Spanish to engage in exploration, commerce, and resource extraction in Indian lands.
Consequently, the Indian prevention of the Spanish from engaging in such activities,
especially if other foreigners were doing so, constituted “acts of war.”46 Spanish retali-
ation was therefore “permissible self-protection,” wrote Vitoria, against the Indians’
attempted “destruction” of the Spanish, who could now treat them as “forsworn
enemies, and may enforce against them all the rights of war, despoiling them of their
goods, reducing them to captivity, deposing their former lords and setting up new
ones.”47 The central legitimating device here is the proposition that the Spanish would
be pushed into defensive measures by the Indians, which depends on the unquestioned
assumption of the Spanish right to interact on their terms with indigenous popula-
tions. As we will see, this presumed right became central to the link among
occupation, colonization, and violence in subsequent European thought.
This presumption was also a function of the distinction made between the moder-
ation of Christian Europeans on the one hand, and the limitless violence of both
European antiquity and contemporary savages on the other. Repeatedly, Vitoria
condemned the outright extermination of belligerents, an ancient practice said to
characterize the Indians. Appealing to Aquinas’s just war theory, he maintained that
violence was justified only if defensive: to right a wrong and to prevent its repetition.
Just as important, however, he repeatedly adumbrated the exceptions, when violence
was effectively and legitimately limitless: in circumstances of security and self-
preservation. Although he denied that it was generally permissible to “slaughter the
innocent” members of the enemy, he also wrote that the “Prince can do whatever is
necessary in order to obtain peace and security from the enemy; for example, destroy
an enemy’s fortress and even build one on enemy soil, if this be necessary in order to
avert a dangerous attack of the enemy.”48 Necessity knew no limitations after all.
Contemporary intellectual historians contrast the scholastic Vitoria’s theological
appeal to Christian authorities with humanist theorists who drew on classical writers
and glorified warfare in the service of the republic.49 This distinction can be exag-
gerated when we consider Vitoria’s retention of self-preservation as a natural right.50
The leap from Vitoria to the Gentili, Grotius, Pufendorf, Wolff, and Vattel was not
so far in this respect, despite the latters’ secularization of the law of nations after the
fracturing of Christendom. Whether based on natural law and theology or on a
distinct, amoral political sphere, the characteristic injunction was—and remains—to
restrict killing but then to license the virtually limitless application of violence in
circumstances of extreme emergency.
Even by the eighteenth century, thinkers had begun to reflect on popular partici-
pation in hostilities. Like Vitoria, they distinguished between the guilty (soldiers) and
the innocent (civilians) but also confronted the social nature of warfare and the asso-
ciated question of collective punishment. In his The Law of Nations, the Swiss
diplomat and thinker Emer de Vattel (1714–67) attempted to limit war’s cruelty by
confining its legitimate participation to soldiers acting under orders. Involving popula-
tions in military action was a reversion to the barbarous past: “it could scarcely
terminate otherwise than by the complete destruction of one of the parties, as the wars
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of ancient times only too well prove,” he warned.51 At the same time, he understood
that it was unrealistic to expect civilians not to spontaneously defend their territory,
although they could then be legitimately treated as bandits and summarily executed
by the invading army. Vattel was admirably candid in what that suppression entailed,
namely, terror.52 And by “the enemy,” he meant the entirety of the foreign citizenry,
because war was founded on the principles of collective membership: “from the
moment a Nation takes up arms against another, it declares itself the enemy of all the
individual citizens of the latter and justifies them in treating it in turn as such.”53
The ambivalence about indigenous people was evident in Vattel as well. As a
Protestant thinker, he did not support the Spanish crown’s claims to the Americas:
“When the Spaniards attacked the Americans, under a pretense that those people
refused to traffic with them, they only endeavoured to throw a colounable [sic] veil
over their own insatiable avarice.”54 Accordingly, the Americans had a right to resist,
as he stated in colorful language. In view of the “iniquitous and cruel conditions” of
the Spanish rule and exactions, “will any man pretend to assert that he would not
have been justifiable in seizing a convenient opportunity to recover his rights, to
emancipate his people, and to expel or exterminate the Spanish horde of greedy,
insolent, and cruel usurpers? No!”55 And yet, by evacuating morality from the law of
nations, he could not really say that conquest was unjust either; his comments about
the Spanish were polemical. It is no coincidence that American revolutionaries took
him as their authority for the proposition that the question of their conquest’s legit-
imacy was irrelevant. War was no “longer just or unjust, but regular or irregular.”56
Francis Lieber (1800–1872), the German American jurist and author of influential
military codes for the Unionist forces in the American Civil War, followed squarely
in Vattel’s footsteps in key respects. On the one hand, irregular forces that fought on
after their army had surrendered were criminals and could be treated accordingly, for
they brutalized warfare.57 In the age of the levée en masse, on the other hand, he also
knew that a popular rising could not be excluded by fiat. So he held that civilian
rebels could be treated as soldiers rather than “war rebels” if they resisted in sufficient
numbers and openly opposed the enemy like regular soldiers; they could not fight
concealed as civilians: legitimate guerrilla warfare was inconceivable.58 Like Vattel
before him, Lieber distinguished between the moral right of resistance and the legal
right to repress it. In effect, for indigenous peoples and occupied Europeans, then, to
resist occupation legitimately (and thereby enjoy the legal protection), they had to do
so in circumstances that made their decimation inevitable—and that presumed they
disposed over the resources to produce uniforms.59
Accordingly, the United States army fought two wars at the time; one, consistent
with the Lieber Code, to defeat the Confederacy, and another, without the Code and
with exterminationist dimensions, against the Apache and Plains Indians more
generally. Consequently, when seven hundred federal militia at Sand Creek, Colorado,
massacred up to two hundred members—mostly women and children—of the
Cheyenne and Arapaho tribes in 1864, the Code was not invoked in the subsequent
investigation and no one was prosecuted.60 At the end of the century, such warfare
would be waged against those resisting U.S. occupation of the Philippines, although
this time according to the Lieber stipulations. Because they were categorized as
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insurgent irregulars, they could be summarily executed. In a telling linkage, President
Roosevelt denounced these Filipinos as treacherous as “our Arizona Apache.”61
Whether the code was invoked or not made little difference to indigenous people
resisting occupation.
Lieber was no lone figure, a maverick of his time. Two years after his Code,
Lieber’s friend and colleague, the lawyer and Unionist general Henry Wager Halleck
(1815–72), drew upon his American Civil War experience to consider the doctrine of
“retaliation.” Like other writers, he declared that a state can temporarily violate the
laws of nations to compel an adversary to cease a course of action that itself violates
the laws of nations. Because of its temporary and targeted nature, retaliation was a
measure short of war. Noteworthy in Halleck’s rendering is the characteristic Western
self-understanding of its violence as defensive and civilized in contrast to its oppo-
nents’ aggressive and uncivilized violence.62 The civilized would rise above the savages
by adhering to the principles of proportionality as Vitoria had taught. Halleck quoted
Lieber’s Instructions for the Government of the Armies of the United States in the Field
for the proposition that “unjust or inconsiderate retaliation removes the belligerents
farther and farther from the mitigating rules of regular warfare, and by rapid steps
leads them nearer to the internecine wars of savages.”63 Civilized warfare was limited.
Again, though, as with Vitoria and subsequent thinkers, there were exceptions to
this mitigating principle of sparing the innocent: namely, the rule of collective respon-
sibility and collective punishment. Thus Halleck held that “a city, an army, or an
entire community, is sometimes punished for the illegal acts of its rulers or individual
members,” a conclusion he drew after observing popular support in the Confederacy
for extreme measures in the Civil War. “The entire rebel press advocated and justified
them, and even the rebel women have so far forgotten their sex and their mission of
mercy on earth, as to approve and encourage acts of cruelty which it was supposed
could be committed only by a savage people in the most barbarous age.”64 As before,
even in such circumstances, Halleck continued, civilized retaliation “must never
degenerate into savage or barbarous cruelty”; it was to stop the evil, not to exact
revenge.65 This restraint was held to distinguish the West from its others.
Whether such self-justifications bore much relation to the reality of colonial
warfare is a question that can be answered empirically. We know that indigenous
people experienced Western retaliation as savage and cruel, as the facts of countless
counterinsurgency campaigns testify. For instance, as foreshadowed above, tens of
thousands of Filipinos died of starvation and disease in the U.S. counterinsurgency
operation in Batanguas between 1899 and 1902 when its forces laid waste to the coun-
tryside and forcibly separated the population into loyal and disloyal camps. Many
other examples could be adduced.66
Such tactics were so common because of the consensus that the laws of war did
not apply to “savages” in any case. The German historian Heinrich von Treitschke
expressed this view when he wrote that “it is a mere mockery . . . to apply these
principles [of international law] against savages. A negro tribe must be punished by
the burning of their villages, for it is the only kind of example which will avail.”67
Treitschke also reflected a particularly German aversion to irregulars and guerillas,
borne of their experiences during occupation of parts of France in the Franco-Prussian
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War of 1870–71 when so-called Francs-tireurs (literally, free shooters) tied down
German units. They were executed in large numbers.68 Outside Europe, the British
had long learned this lesson and applied it in their many colonial wars.69
The application of international law to non-Europeans also encompassed the
acquisition of land. Writing just before The Hague Convention of 1907, Lassa
Oppenheim (1858–1919), the German jurist who taught in England in the latter part
of his career, defined occupation as a legal category of war for the signatories to the
Hague Conventions as well as a synonym for colonization.70 Land not under a
sovereign was free to be occupied by another power. Occupation was therefore not
“subjugation” (by which he meant conquest and annexation) but closely related to
“cessions,” that is, land taken “from a native tribe living on the land.” Because interna-
tional law related to interstate intercourse, it did not apply to “native tribes.”
Consequently, occupations and cessions were effectively the same for Oppenheim and
his contemporaries; native chiefs were not sovereigns in a Western sense, nor were
they peoples that could claim sovereignty: they were “tribal communities” rather than
members of the “family of nations.”71 As we will see below, this argument reappeared
in the status of the West Bank occupation decades later.
Codifying War
The European and some non-European powers sought to re-regulate warfare after the
Franco-Prussian War. At meetings in Brussels in 1874 and then in The Hague in 1899
and 1907, the Lieber Code provided a basis for discussion due to its inspiration for
the Swiss scholar Johan Casper Bluntschli, who translated it into German, and for
F. F. Martens, the Russian diplomat and lawyer who attended his lectures and who
played a formative role at the Brussels and first Hague meetings.72 Relevant for our
discussion was the controversy about defining and treating irregulars or partisans.
Some smaller states sought to protect nonmilitary personnel who resisted foreign
invasion from summary execution, while larger states viewed partisan or guerrilla
warfare as threats to civilized warfare and orderly occupation. The ensuing
compromise followed Lieber: Article I recognized civilian resistance so long as “militia
and volunteer corps” fulfilled a number of conditions, namely, being subject to a
responsible commander, wearing a visible emblem to distinguish them from civilians,
carrying arms openly, and conducting “their operations in accordance with the laws
and customs of war.” Article II also applied the latter two conditions to “inhabitants
of a territory which has not been occupied, who, on the approach of the enemy,
spontaneously take up arms to resist the invading troops without having had time to
organize themselves in accordance with Article 1,” but ended this application once an
occupation was in place. Resisters of a successful conquest were not protected and
could be summarily executed as criminals.73
These two Hague Conventions did at least place some restrictions on occupiers
and proscribed outright conquest: to that extent, they softened Lieber. The 1899
convention also contained the celebrated preamble portion suggested by the Martens
to break an impasse between small and large nations about the status of civilian resis-
tance to invasion and occupation. The “Martens Clause,” as it has become known,
held “that in cases not included in the Regulations adopted by them, populations and
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belligerents remain under the protection and empire of the principles of international
law, as they result from the usages established between civilized nations, from the laws
of humanity and the requirements of the public conscience.”74 Although vague and
interpretable in different ways, it too was a gesture to the rights of occupied peoples.
Whatever the gain in humanizing warfare in Europe, the distinction between civi-
lized and savage warfare continued as before. John Westlake (1828–1913), the
prominent English legal theorist, said as much in his book International Law in 1907:
But often the inroads or other outrages committed by savages or half-civilised
tribes can only be repressed by punitive expeditions, in which the whole popu-
lation must suffer for want of a government sufficiently marked off from it. All
civilised states which are in contact with the outer world are, to their great regret,
familiar with such expeditions in their frontier wars, and the principle that to
weaken the military forces of the enemy is the only legitimate mode of action can
have no application to them.75
He did add that “no humane officer will burn a village if he has any means of striking
a sufficient blow that will be felt only by the fighting men” but also did not question
why the “savages” were indignant in the first place. Westlake’s concern was that Article
25 of the Hague Convention, which prohibits the “attack or bombardment of towns,
villages, habitations or buildings which are not defended,” did not apply in colonial
cases because “the Hague code deals only with war between civilised states.”76 Perpe-
trating terror against uncivilized people was legal and just; colonial warfare could
continue as before. To this extent, the British and American reservations about the
Prussian-German insistence that the exigencies of war trumped every moral
consideration—Kriegsraison geht vor Kriegsmanier—appeared rather weak. If the
German military grandees did not recognize the doctrine of proportionality, they were
merely highlighting the centrality of military necessity that their Anglo-Saxon counter-
parts applied in their colonial campaigns.77
The latter victors in World War I also thwarted colonized people’s self-
determination aspirations at Versailles and consolidated their colonial empires while
dismembering Germany’s. They persisted in dividing the world into civilized and
uncivilized components in which the laws of war applied discrepantly. The British, in
the pacification of their mandate in Iraq—not even a colony—had recourse to aerial
bombardment of Arab villages, and they had earlier bombed Afghan civilians in 1915
and 1919, and Italians and French before them in North Africa.78 This sort of language
persisted into the interwar period as a British wing commander bore out when he
averred in 1928 that “of all our mechanical improvements, and our new armoury of
weapons, none has given us anything like so great an advantage, and none is so admi-
rably suited to warfare against wild men and in wild countries, as the aircraft.”79
The proximity of the Anglophone and German prohibitions on guerilla resistance
to occupation became apparent during World War II. While Anglophone writers
recognized the legitimacy of partisan resistance to Nazi occupation in Eastern
Europe—“it is perfectly justifiable for them to do so” if they can “carry on really
effective guerrilla warfare”—they also observed that partisans could not be “expected
to be treated as peaceful non-combatants if they engage in acts of sabotage or war.”
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Quoting Halleck, Ellery C. Stowell of Columbia University even defended the
collective punishment of civilians:
But when it is not possible to seize those who have committed these acts, it is in
accordance with military exigencies, and it has been customary, to impose what
are known as repressive reprisals on the whole community where the acts have
occurred. As in the case of other military reprisals, this punishes the innocent, but
war itself is based upon the principle of collective responsibility.80
Nazi criminality, he continued, inhered not in its reprisal killings but in their
disproportionality—recall Halleck’s advice about not reverting to savagery—thereby
piling “hecatomb upon hecatomb of innocent reprisal victims.”81 What the Nazis did,
in fact, was to import modalities of colonial warfare into Europe by placing Slavic
peoples and of course Jews outside the protection of international law. The point of
the infamous “Commissar Decree,” issued at the launch of “Operation Babarossa” in
1941, was that IHL did not apply to Soviet soldiers because they were, in Nazi eyes,
barbarous in the terms stated by Colby, and because the Soviet Union had not
formally signed the Geneva Convention of 1929.82 In the paranoia of their governance,
the Nazis took the security imperative of self-preservation to its logical, genocidal
conclusion.
Even so, the defense of military necessity was widely successful for some Nazi
generals at the Nuremberg Trials. In the Hostages case, the International Military
Tribunal, following the Hague Regulations of 1907, held that “military necessity
permits a belligerent . . . to apply any amount and kind of force to compel the
complete submission of the enemy with the least possible expenditure of time, life,
and money.”83 Thus, General von Leeb’s siege of Leningrad, which lasted more than
two years and caused hundreds of thousands of civilian deaths, was excused on the
grounds of military necessity because starvation was not prohibited by the Hague
Regulations.84 Likewise, the execution of partisans was widely passed if they did not
meet the combatant requirements of the Hague Regulations. The tribunal even
permitted the German execution of civilian hostages as reprisals for partisan attacks
because customary international law permitted it. Rescuing military necessity as a
concept to enable Allied modalities of warfare meant indulging German generals in
what today would be regarded as war crimes.85
Partly as a consequence of these excesses, international law since World War II has
attempted to make its violation in the name of self-preservation an “excuse,” in the
sense of mitigating circumstance, rather than a “right.” In this vein, the Fourth
Geneva Convention of 1949 accorded occupied civilians more protection in military
situations, prohibiting collective punishments like reprisals, fines, and hostage
taking.86 In view of Europe’s occupation by the Nazis, many more countries pushed
for irregular warfare to receive further protection by extending the Hague protection
to enduring resistance to occupation. The British, thinking of their restive imperial
possessions, objected to the move and indeed attempted to raise the threshold for
lawful belligerency. The ensuing compromise extended the Hague threshold of
requiring a command structure, the open bearing of arms, and wearing of insignias
that would disadvantage any national liberation movement.87
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The most significant political development for occupations has been the counter-
principle of self-determination, the watchword of the national liberation movements.
As new states joined the UN, its General Assembly developed a majority that passed
resolutions against racism, colonialism (highlighting Israel after 1967), and apartheid
(targeting South Africa and Rhodesia). By declaring self-determination and the rights
of Palestinian refugees to be a UN priority, this movement attempted to make civil
wars or secessionist wars into international concerns, which entailed investing the
national liberation movement with formal belligerent status.88 In a variety of resolu-
tions, covenants, and declarations in the 1960s and 1970s, the General Assembly even
went so far as to say that colonial powers were prohibited from taking “forcible action”
to prevent self-determination and, further, that peoples under alien domination could
use “any means at their disposal” “to restore to themselves that right” of self-
determination.89 For the Non-Aligned Movement, colonial rule was tantamount to
permanent aggression that could be legitimately repulsed in forcible self-defense,
although freedom fighters should also respect the laws of war and not terrorize
civilians.90 This indigenous perspective enjoyed considerable success in the 1970s,
when many liberation movements were accorded observer status at the UN.91
This pressure led to attempts to further extend the protection of the Geneva
Convention. Two Additional Protocols to the convention were acrimoniously nego-
tiated during the 1970s. Article 43 of the 1977 Protocols expands the definition of
legitimate belligerents to effectively include national liberation movements. Article
1(4) provided the context: “armed conflicts in which peoples are fighting against
colonial domination and alien occupation and against racist régimes in the exercise of
their right of self-determination.” Article 44(3) confers prisoner of war status on such
belligerents. The protocols, as Antonio Cassese put it, meant that national liberation
movements could avoid the customary stigmatization “as a bunch of rebels fighting
against the established authority”; now they “could claim to be an international
subject entitled to exercise rights and duties on the international level.”92 Here was
real progress, it seemed.
The Persistence of the Security Exception
Notwithstanding these extensions of protection to civilians and even to those resisting
occupation, a number of qualifications meant that the latter were as disadvantaged as
ever. The centuries-old legal prescription to carry arms openly, and “to distinguish
themselves from the civilian population while they are engaged in an attack or in a
military operation preparatory to an attack,” stood as before.93 Article 96(3) requires
such movements to declare that they undertake to abide by the Geneva Conventions
and Protocols. Article 44(3) is not considered customary international law.94
Moreover, the protocols do not define persons who do not meet protected belligerent
stipulations, leaving them open to classification as “unlawful combatants” who need
not be treated as prisoners of war.95
Nonetheless, the protocols were not warmly greeted by the Western alliance,
whose members abstained in the deciding vote, while Israel, at which the protocols
were aimed, opted out altogether; accordingly, they carry little weight in the Israel/
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Palestine conflict.96 Israel also denies the de jure application of the Geneva Conven-
tions to the occupied territories, although it came to recognize their de facto force after
Yoram Dinstein, a law professor at Tel Aviv University and former consul of the
government of Israel in New York, argued that they represented customary and not
conventional law.97 He also criticized—though to no effect—the Israeli claim of title
to the West Bank, because, unlike Gaza and the Golan Heights, Jordan was not its
legal occupier after 1948. The state denies that West Bank Palestinians possess the
status of a people that can assert self-determination, a view continuing venerable argu-
ments about indigenous people’s lack of status in international law.98 Dinstein’s
scrupulous adherence to IHL is significant because he thinks it is consistent with
Israeli colonization practices. Its occupation, he declared in 1972, was “benign.”99
In insisting that IHL applies to the occupied Palestinian territories, Dinstein has
spelled out in detail how IHL facilitates a prolonged, indeed transformative occu-
pation. Because of Dinstein’s prominence as the doyen of Israeli international lawyers
and globally recognized expert on the laws of occupation, his views warrant special
attention.100 They bear out the colonial potential of belligerent occupation in a
number of domains by demonstrating how the security exception can trump limita-
tions on the occupant’s ability to transform the territory. IHL, he notes, has nothing
to do with humanitarianism or even human rights. The rights it confers pertain more
to states than to individuals: “Belligerent occupation is not designed to win the hearts
and minds of the local inhabitants: it has military—or security—objectives, and its
foundation is the ‘power of the bayonet.’ ”101 Despite the common view, no legal right
of resistance exists in the Israeli occupation, as the Additional Protocols do not apply
to this case.102 Even if they did, we will see, they do little to protect Palestinian resis-
tance to occupation.
Acts of sabotage are crimes and the occupant can decide which acts constitute
sabotage. “Saboteurs,” to use the language of the Fourth Geneva Convention (Article
5), can be interned for reasons of “absolute military security” and “without super-
vision.” The Geneva Convention (Article 64) also permits the suspension or repealing
of domestic law where it constitutes “a threat to its security or an obstacle to the
application of the present Convention.” In general, the occupant can take measures
necessary to maintain security, including imposing curfews and censorship, limiting
communication and freedom of association, and preventing “political gatherings and
parades,” that is, peaceful protest against the occupation. Such measures do not violate
the Geneva Convention’s ban on collective punishment, Dinstein reminds the reader,
if they are “directly associated with the exigencies of a specific security situation.”
Suspected persons can be deported despite the Geneva Convention’s ban on deporta-
tions (Article 49) because the Israeli courts have held the Convention restricts its
stipulation to “Nazi-style” mass deportations.103 What is more, the Supreme Court of
Israel has stated that the Hague Regulations permit “military commanders to take all
necessary action to preserve security,” which includes lethal force.104 As even propo-
nents of the convergence of IHL and human rights law have to admit, military
necessity “functions as a built-in, underlying concept” in the law of belligerent occupa-
tion.105
Security is given a wide definition to include an obligation for the occupant not
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only to maintain public order but also public life, and indeed the welfare of the
population (Regulation 43). The measures that the occupant takes to remedy the
distress are the occupant’s to decide.106 In cases of prolonged occupation, such as in
Israel/Palestine, “serious modifications” to the legal system “may become indis-
pensable,” lest the society remain in “legal limbo.”107 Dinstein continues:
If the constant transformation in everyday technology and communitarian life are
ignored by the legislator, the inertia is liable to cause grievous social woes. The
present writer takes it as almost axiomatic that the military government must be
given more leeway in the application of its lawmaking power if the occupation
endures for many years.108
Dinstein himself recognizes the transformative consequences of prolonged occupation.
As noted above, the influx of colonists is both such a consequence and also a cause of
further consequences. Is the settlers’ colonization of the West Bank a violation of the
Geneva Convention then, as widely believed? In large part it is not, according to
Dinstein, and for several reasons. In the first place, the convention does not proscribe
voluntary settlement by the occupier’s nationals on privately acquired land. Second,
settlements are legal if constructed for a “strategic purpose” related to military security;
to that extent, they are military settlements that can remain until the occupation ends.
Third, while civilian settlements cannot be constructed on forcibly acquired private
Palestinian land, they may be constructed on public lands so long as they also serve a
security purpose, such as functioning as a lookout, an argument made already in 1967
by Theodor Meron in a celebrated government of Israel memo.109 While Dinstein
criticizes the Israeli court decisions that authorize this system for mixing military and
civilian categories and thereby violating the purpose of IHL, he also notes the courts’
insistence that all settlements are in theory temporary and open to evacuation
depending on final negotiations with the Palestinians.
To be sure, Dinstein recognizes that observers may regard this qualification with
some skepticism, because the settlements appear anything but temporary. His
consoling message is that Israel has evacuated tens of thousands of settlers and
dismantled their settlements in the Sinai Peninsula, Gaza, and occasionally in the
West Bank, so the future remains open.110 Indeed, the state can unilaterally evict them
because occupant nationals are not protected by IHL. This “grim truth” means that
human rights law must fill the gap. “Surely,” he pleads, “the irreducible human rights
of settlers must be recognized: not because they are settlers, but because they are
human beings.” What is more, they “are entitled to security of their lives (to be
ensured by the military government)” and to have their general needs taken into
account. In fact, the colonists are to be counted as part of the occupied population
whose welfare the occupant is obliged to ensure.111 In this mode, human rights law
aids the colonists more than the occupied, because it prioritizes the colonists’ security
and mobility rights as part of the civilian population, and the occupation context lies
beyond its purview, as Aeyal Gross has shown with reference to decisions by the Israeli
High Court of Justice.112 The measures that Eyal Benvensiti identifies to challenge
enduring occupations—international criminal tribunals and commissions of inquiry,
invocations of human rights standards by various courts, and international economic
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pressure—have proven impotent in the case of the Israeli occupation of Palestinian
territory.113
As in early modern cases, it thus becomes an imperative of occupation to intensify
itself, now aided by human rights law, leading to the extant process of exponential
transformation.114 Thus Israeli leaders claim the state must retain the territories
conquered in 1967 for security purposes, echoing centuries-old arguments redolent of
the briefs, discussed above, for defensive imperialism and defensive conquest.115 Even
the Interim Agreement on the West Bank and the Gaza Strip (“Oslo II”) of 1995
recognized that in the Occupied Territories “Israel shall continue to carry the responsi-
bility for external security, as well as the responsibility for overall security of Israelis
for the purpose of safeguarding their internal security and public order.”116
The upshot of these views is that the occupation of the West Bank and Gaza can
endure so long as Israel does not sign a peace treaty with its neighbors and with the
Palestinians and, further, that it can develop the West Bank in virtually whatever
manner it pleases under the pretext of efficient administration and, above all, security.
In such circumstances, the occupation is not only prolonged but also deeply trans-
formative. It transcends the provisional and preservationist limitations of belligerent
occupation by creating a new order and effective sovereignty.117 IHL allows creeping
annexation despite the global norm against colonial conquest.
Legal scholars may respond by arguing that the problem lies in Israeli policy rather
than the law: colonization of territory is a predictable outcome of the attempt to
legally regulate belligerent occupations because occupiers can defy international law,
not because the law places no limits on what can be done in the name of security.
What is more, international law is less an unequivocal instrument of states than an
uneven playing field in which non- or quasi-state actors like the Palestinian Authority
appeal to international law, organizations, and courts for redress. Did not the Interna-
tional Court of Justice (ICJ) advise in 2004 that the so-called Israeli Separation Barrier
violated international law?118 Does not Israel oppose the PA’s bid for membership of
the International Criminal Court (ICC) because it fears the law’s sting?
The historical record and the current Israel-Palestine situation suggest that the
international system’s asymmetries are reflected in the asymmetry of international law.
Notwithstanding the countervailing force of human rights conventions, self-
determination norms, and the ICC, the law serves more as a handmaiden to state
power, including the occupying state, by allowing it to fill the space created by the
security exception.119 In any event, the ICJ advisory opinion on the Separation Barrier
was met with considerable skepticism among legal experts and was of course rejected
by the government of Israel; it is legally disputed and politically impotent.120 Appeals
to security and self-preservation have vouchsafed colonization so far.
Belligerent occupation, a consensus hammered out between sovereign entities at
the end of the nineteenth century, is particularly dangerous for occupied peoples that
have not (yet) achieved sovereign statehood—like Palestinians or, say, Western
Saharans.121 To that extent, it is a residue of an imperial global order that distinguishes
between those who are full members of the international system and those who are
not. The truth that presently dares not speak its name about belligerent occupation
was uttered in 1877 by the Russian diplomat F. F. de Martens—the same diplomat
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responsible for the famous humanitarian clause in the preamble to 1899 Hague
Convention—in defending his government’s occupation and transformation of
Bulgaria:
The occupation acquires a different aspect when it is not of a temporary nature
but instead annexation is envisioned or the aim of the war itself was to change or
ameliorate the organization of a province belonging to the enemy. In this case, the
power that executes annexation has the right to transform the ruling institutions
and establish order, so as to harmonize them with its political interests or to
procure some advantage for the inhabitants.122
Annexation was not proscribed in 1877. Even Lieber regarded occupation as akin to
conquest and as a prelude to annexation.123 A diplomat-scholar like Martens, Dinstein
can square Israeli intentions with twenty-first-century norms because of the persistence
of the security exception.124
To be sure, the jus gentium’s authorization of defensive conquest was predicated
on a logic of just war, in which the rightness of one’s jus ad bellum claim determined
in part both one’s jus in bello and jus post bellum rights, amounting to a legal right to
seize territory or property: for example, if one acted in self-defense or in vindication
of what Grotius would call a perfect natural right (a language that continued up to
Vattel). As a legal language, it differs with contemporary jus ad bellum or jus in bello,
in which no territorial rights follow from the legality of one’s use of force, and no
legal entitlement to change the status of a territory flows from the rights one has an
occupant under the contemporary jus in bello. That is the legal reality of this distinc-
tion.125
The historical reality is that belligerent occupation law provides a stalking horse
for much Israeli policy and practice in the occupied territories. While international
law does not authorize the permanent alteration of the status of the territory in the
way that it certainly would have until 1945, the law of occupation, which replaced the
ancient right of conquest in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, allows
that practice to persist despite its preservationist stipulations because of the security
exception.126
Gaza, Occupation, Self-Determination
What, then, of the self-determination norm that I noted has shadowed and at times
overshadowed colonial occupations for a century? Despite advances like the Additional
Protocols, international law still ignores the perspective of the occupied. For the latter,
the legal measures instituted by the Israeli occupation authorities are criminal. One
(non-Palestinian) commentator goes so far as to denounce them as “terrorism” akin
to suicide bombers.127 This equation may strike many readers as quixotic, even outra-
geous, but this assessment by Richard Falk, the international lawyer and sometime
UN special rapporteur on human rights in the Palestinian territories, reflects much
thinking on the subject outside the North Atlantic world.
Even those who advocate steadfastness in the face of occupation rather than violent
resistance, like the West Bank lawyer Raja Shehadeh, have no illusions about its inten-
tions and the role of international law. He noted in 1995 that the Israeli occupation is
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the only one whose entirety has been scrutinized by the ICRC, which oversees the
Geneva Conventions, adding that if it ends up presiding over the annexation of Pales-
tinian territories, then their conventions would “have fared miserably as an effective
instrument of international law.” What is more, any agreement that legalizes this
situation “would increase the lure of extremism and religious fundamentalism.”128
Many would now call his analysis prescient.
Certainly, groups like Islamic Jihad and Hamas have observed that the path of
cooperation and negotiations with Israel has brought Palestinians no further down the
road to self-determination, whatever the stipulations of the Oslo Accords.129 Similarly,
the Goldstone Report on war crimes committed during the 2008–9 Gaza conflict, like
the countless criticisms of the Israeli transformative occupation of West Bank, have
indeed done little to inhibit Israeli colonization or further attacks on Gaza.130 In fact,
Islamic Jihad, Hamas, and other resistance groups regard the Israeli withdrawal from
Gaza in 2005 as the victory of their military struggle.131 Falk puts it another way: the
creeping annexation has forced the Palestinians into “a tragic predicament”: either to
surrender to the annexation, because nonviolent resistance does not halt the
construction of settlements, or violently to resist it.132 Yet another view would observe
that, as throughout imperial history, the persistence of occupation creates the resisting
subjectivities that lead to the security imperative, setting up a fatal negative feedback
loop.133
Supporters of Israel dismiss such arguments by asserting that terrorism causes the
occupation, not vice versa. Israel is occupying the West Bank to defend itself and
cannot withdraw lest it be hijacked by terrorists and used as a launching pad for still
more rockets, insisted Alan Dershowitz, advancing the case made for centuries by
Western thinkers who linked expansion with defensive violence.134 Echoing Vitoria,
Halleck, and Stowell, Dershowitz added that punishing collectives—in this case,
civilian Palestinians—was legitimate because they supposedly supported “the murder
of [Israeli] civilians.” While he did not advocate deliberately targeting civilians with
missiles, he recommended economic sanctions, bulldozing of buildings, and so forth,
as legitimate reprisals for their complicity.135 Other lawyers like Thane Rosenbaum
were less cautious, suggesting that all Gazans were legitimate military targets for the
reasons Halleck gave long before.136 Rosenbaum was not alone. The notion of Gazan
collective guilt for Hamas rockets became a common notion in the summer of 2014,
one used to justify attacks on the entire population.137 The Rousseau-Portalis doctrine,
which Lemkin noted is “implicit in the Hague Regulations,” was abandoned in wide-
spread arguments about Gazans as an enemy people who warranted targeting as a
whole.138
Might the same be said of the thousands of rockets that Hamas has launched from
Gaza into Israel? Are both sides guilty of war crimes? Not according to the Hamas
leader Khaled Meshaal: “Our weapons are very basic. We don’t have sophisticated
arms like Israel. Even if we had them, we wouldn’t target civilians. [The Izz ad-Din
al-]Qassam brigades, before attacking an area, warn Israeli civilians not to go there.”139
It is hard to take such statements seriously. Certainly, Israel can more plausibly claim
that its army abides by international law. Israel’s bombing of Gaza, declared Ders-
howitz, was “perfectly ‘proportionate,’ ” citing self-defense, military necessity, and
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efforts to spare civilians, just as the Israeli High Court of Justice has justified the state’s
practice of assassinating Hamas leaders.140 Like Vitoria before him, Dershowitz along
with the moral philosopher Michael Walzer defended the deaths of innocent Gazan
civilians if they were killed while Israel was engaging in legitimate retaliation: “The
fault for all civilian casualties in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict lies exclusively with the
Palestinian terrorists, who deliberately create a situation in which civilians will be
killed.”141 The law proscribes the use of “human shields.”142 In such cases, the propor-
tionality principle allows for greater civilian casualties and must be calculated in view
of the expectation of loss and military advantage rather than in light of the actual
outcome; it thus makes no legal sense to compare losses on both sides.143 As it has for
five hundred years, the law of nations entitles the occupier to kill innocents in order
to protect itself from violent resistance to its occupation.
As Gaza’s armed groups of course understand, and as some Western observers are
beginning to realize, were they to launch rockets in open fields and conventionally
bear arms according to Geneva stipulations, Palestinians could not militarily challenge
the infinitely superior Israeli forces. That does not mean, as the legal scholar Paul
Kahn wrote recently, that “the rules of warfare were obviously not written with an eye
to violent conflict between state and nonstate forces.” It is precisely for this reason
that they were written this way. And yet, Kahn is correct that these rules could
therefore never realistically regulate the violence of decolonization. In these circum-
stances of extreme asymmetry, he calls for a new principle of proportionality: one of
“overall injury”: “The indiscriminate character of the Palestinian rockets is, on this
view, not a measure of their illegality, but a measure of their potential effectiveness in
inflicting a proportionate injury. The Palestinians hope that the rockets may even the
score.”144 IHL’s emphasis on proportionate violence clearly advantages the occupier.
Perhaps because their rockets cannot “even the score,” Hamas agreed that the PA
join the ICC, thereby effectively recognizing and subjecting itself to international law,
as required by the Additional Protocols.145 The content of Hamas’s national liberation
strategy is now uncertain, but its recently released political document shows that it
remains committed to armed struggle and argues that it has a right to do so under
international law.146 Hamas’s suspicion of international law so far is no surprise, given
that it cannot address the unfinished business of the partition that was forced on
Palestine in 1947: the ensuing war and expulsion of Palestinians.147 International law
is not designed to undermine the global order of states that emerged after 1947. Self-
determination may be enshrined as a principle in the UN Charter, but not against
extant states, as proponents of Biafra discovered when they tried to secede from
Nigeria in 1967. The successful Bangladeshi secession from Pakistan in 1971 was won
on the battlefield in the teeth of general international opposition.148
What, then, does self-determination entail for Gazans and West Bank residents?
In the first instance, ending the occupation means ceasing the Israeli (and Egyptian)
blockade of Gaza and honoring past ceasefire agreements. When Meshaal says “people
have been dying in slow motion since 2006,” the year the blockade began, he is
referring to the bare life that Gazans are leading.149 The first step toward self-
determination, in other words, might entail less interference rather than nondomi-
nation.150 But would it end the transformative occupation? To answer that question,
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it is necessary to account for the fact that of the 1,499,369 Gazans, 1,030,638 are
registered as refugees with the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine
Refugees—two-thirds of the population.151 According to the UN, most of those who
“fled to the Gaza Strip as a result of the 1948 Arab-Israeli war were from Jaffa, towns
and villages south of Jaffa, and from the Beersheva area in the Negev.”152 Their fate
was the first stage of the demographically transformative occupation of Palestine, now
Israel. Their continuing plight enables that project to continue. The same settler
colonial process of clearing the land of indigenous people persists in the Negev with
the expropriation of Bedouin lands by the Israeli state.153 By observing similar proc-
esses in many cases, scholars have identified that the inner logic of settler colonialism
is the “elimination of the native.”154 Belligerent occupation does not exhaust the occu-
pation regimes to which Palestinians are subject.
Dershowitz might retort that Palestinians and Arabs generally rejected the UN
partition plan of 1947 and must therefore bear the consequences of their poor
judgment. Such an answer does not ask after the Zionist colonization project in the
first place. Like the Spanish about whom Vitoria wrote five hundred years before,
Zionists understood their presence in Palestine as a right and Palestinian Arab resis-
tance as illegitimate. They regarded as defensive the colonization of the land in order
to demographically overwhelm the local Arab population, despite the fact that it was
apparent to all that the local population experienced it as aggressive and expansive.
This mode of reasoning persists to the present day.
Conclusion
Although the right to settle uninhabited land is no longer a legitimate ground for
imperial expansion, its cultivation and improvement still possess a powerful hold over
the Western imagination. The Israeli colonists trump the Palestinian right of self-
determination in the minds of those who identify the Palestinians with “red Indians”
and associate the colonists (many of whom are United States citizens) with their fore-
bears who conquered the North American interior. It is no accident that both sides in
Israel/Palestine invoke this frontier analogy. “We are not red Indians,” declared Yasser
Arafat, implying that Palestinians could not be exterminated or driven off their
ancestral land.155 Others averred the contrary: “Even the great American democracy
could not have been created without the annihilation of the Indians,” the Israeli
historian Benny Morris told an interviewer in 2004. “There are cases in which the
overall, final good justifies harsh and cruel acts that are committed in the course of
history.”156 Echoes of the nineteenth-century North American discourse about savage
Indians and manifest destiny are not difficult to hear. The Palestinians can indeed be
dispossessed and, as before, international law will not stand in the way of occupiers.
When Israeli leaders say that their punitive measures are responses to the terroristic
resistance of the occupied people, international law largely justifies them and their
various transformative occupation regimes—West Bank, Gaza, and Israel itself—in
the name of security and self-defense.157 For this reason, critical observers like Richard
Falk propose a new international convention to ensure that occupiers withdraw as
soon as possible and do not inhibit the self-determination of the occupied; and, in the
case of prolonged occupation, that mechanisms are institutionalized—like a ten-year
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limit—to ensure such a withdrawal. Even this proposal does not address the security
exception.158
Lemkin already addressed the relevant lacuna in IHL in 1944. The Hague Regula-
tions covered individuals rather than peoples whose protection, let alone right of self-
determination or autonomy, was unaddressed. The regulations did not proscribe the
“various ingenious measures for weakening or destroying political, social, and cultural
elements in national groups.”159 He recommended that they be amended in two ways:
In the first should be included every action infringing upon the life, liberty, health,
corporal integrity, economic existence, and the honor of the inhabitants when
committed because they belong to a national, religious, or racial group; and in the
second, every policy aiming at the destruction or the aggrandizement of one such
group to the prejudice or detriment of another.160
Herewith, he hoped to outlaw genocide, which, we recall, he defined broadly as a
technique of occupation that destroyed, disintegrated, and weakened an enemy
nation. Accordingly, in Axis Rule in Occupied Europe, he posited genocide as a colonial
formation:
Genocide has two phases: one, destruction of the national pattern of the oppressed
group; the other, the imposition of the national pattern of the oppressor. This
imposition, in turn, may be made upon the oppressed population which is allowed
to remain, or upon the territory alone, after removal of the population and the
colonization of the area by the oppressor’s own nationals.161
This approach was taken up in one of the subsequent Nuremberg Trials—the so-
called Race and Settlement (RuSHA) trial of fourteen Nazis officials—which,
following Lemkin, defined genocide not only in terms of Nazi mass killing of Jews
but also of Nazi expansionism (Lebensraum) and colonization practices. In fact, they
were linked, the latter representing the causal context for the former. But not for long;
during the other trials and UN negotiations for an international convention on
genocide between 1946 and 1948, any suggestion that genocide would entail
weakening—as opposed to physically destroying—a group, still less criminalizing the
colonial aggrandizement of one group at the expense of another, was removed.162 A
law with counterhegemonic potential was rendered a tool of the postwar order of
population expulsions and transfers.163
Lemkin also called for international supervision of occupations in the form of an
agency that could inspect occupied countries for how “the occupant treats nations in
prison.” Otherwise, the cultural destruction would be irremediable.164 While the
Fourth Geneva Convention provides machinery for supervision by the ICRC, it seems
impotent.165 A believer in international law to the last, Lemkin was too optimistic
about the impact such oversight might have when other provisions of the Hague
Regulations were not also reformed. Nazi-style imperialism and colonization, which
flouted IHL, was unnecessary for conquest and annexation. They could and can be
achieved without the interdiction of international law.
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